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Abstract 
A graph G = (V, E) is recursive if every node of G has a finite number of neighbors, and both 
V and E are recursive (i.e., decidable). We examine the complexity of identifying the number of 
connected components of an infinite recursive graph, and other related problems, both when an 
upper bound to that value is given a priori or not. The problems that we deal with are unsolvable, 
but are recursive in some level of the arithmetic hierarchy. Our measure of the complexity of 
these problems is precise in two ways: the Turing degree of the oracle, and the number of 
queries to that oracle. Although they are in several different levels of the arithmetic hierarchy, 
all problems addressed have the same upper and lower bounds for the number of queries as the 
binary search problem, both in the bounded and in the unbounded case. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G = (V, E) is recursive if every node of G has a finite number of neigh- 
bors, and both V and E are recursive (i.e., decidable). We examine the complexity 
of identifying the number of connected components of an infinite recursive graph, and 
several variations of this problem. 
Recursive graph theory can be viewed as part of Anil Nerode’s Recursive Math 
Program. He proposes looking at nonconstructive proofs in Recursive Mathematics 
and either making them constructive, or proving that it cannot be done. His notion of 
constructive is recursion theoretic. Various people have studied properties of recursive 
graphs. Bean [l] has studied colorings, Manaster and Rosenstein [ 123 have studied 
matchings, and Hare1 [9] has studied Hamiltonian paths. See [3] for more references. 
This work follows the lines of [3,4], which study the complexity of finding the 
chromatic number of a recursive graph both, when that number is a priori bounded 
above by a constant, and when it is not. In the present work we are concerned with 
the complexity of finding the number of connected components of a recursive graph 
in both cases. 
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The problems that we deal with are unsolvable, but are recursive in some level of 
the arithmetic hierarchy. Our measure of the complexity of these problems is precise 
in two ways: the Turing degree of the oracle, and the number of queries to that oracle. 
We show that 
1. Finding if a recursive graph has at most c connected components, for a fixed c, 
requires an oracle of Turing degree 0” (i.e., C2 or II2). 
2. The number of components can be found with [log(c + 1 )] queries to 0”, but it can- 
not be found with [log(c + 1 )1 - 1 queries to arty oracle, even a more powerful one. 
3. Determining if a recursive graph has a finite number of components requires an 
oracle of Turing degree 0”‘. 
4. The set of graphs with a finite number of infinite components requires an oracle of 
Turing degree 0”“. 
5. Allowing free queries to weaker oracles almost always does not lower the number 
of queries necessary to the more powerful oracle. 
We also show that when no bound is set a priori, this problem is related to unbounded 
search in two ways: 
1. If f is a nondecreasing recursive function, and Ciao 2-fci) < 1 is effectively com- 
putable, then the number of components of a recursive graph G,, nC(G,), can be found 
with f(nC(G,)) queries to 0”. 
2. If G is an infinite recursive graph and there is a set X such that K(G) can be 
computed using f (nC(G)) queries to X, then CoGi 2-fci) < 1. 
Part 2 above can be interpreted as a lower bound for finding nC(G). That result 
follows from a generalization of Theorem 9 in [4], which allows us to conclude that 
part 2 also applies to a wide class of problems, including the problems of finding 
the number of finite components and finding the number of infinite components of an 
infinite recursive graph. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents definitions, nota- 
tion, and known results. In Section 3 we show that finding the number of connected 
components of a recursive graph when that number is bounded by a constant requires 
an oracle of degree 0”, and that a binary search algorithm uses the minimal number of 
queries necessary. This result is tight in two ways: the lower bound on the number of 
queries holds even if a more powerful oracle is used, and no matter how many queries 
are used, the oracle must be of degree at least 0”. Also in Section 3, we show that 
the set of recursive graphs which have a finite number of components is Q-complete. 
In Sections 4 and 5 we investigate the complexity of finding the number of finite com- 
ponents and the number of infinite components, respectively. In Section 6 we study 
whether or not the number of queries in each case can be reduced if we allow queries 
to weaker oracles for free. In Section 7 we describe the unbounded search problem 
and some relevant previous results. We also present the analysis of the complexity of 
identifying the number of connected components of a recursive graph when no upper 
bound to that number is set a priori. Section 8 is a study of whether or not the lower 
bound can be reduced if we allow free queries to weaker oracles. Section 9 contains 
a brief review of the paper. 
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2. Notation and definitions 
All logarithms in this paper are base 2. Ms,Mi, . . . is an enumeration of all Turing 
machines, and M,,, denotes machine M, running for at most s steps (stages). Let W, 
denote the domain of M,, and let W,,, be W, after s stages, i.e., W,,, = (0, 1,2,. . . , s} f? 
G lM&) 1). N re P resents the set of natural numbers. K represents the halting set. 
FIN represents the set of indices of functions that are only defined finitely often, 
i.e., {e ( We is finite}. TOT represents the set of indices of functions that are defined 
everywhere, i.e., {e 1 W, = N}. COF represents the set of indices of cofinite functions, 
i.e., {e (N - W, is finite}. It is shown in [14] that K is III-complete, FIN is CZ- 
complete, TOT is &-complete, COF is Es-complete, and m is I&-complete. We 
will use these results later to prove that other sets are in the same classes. 
Let M/,M;4,... be an enumeration of all oracle Turing machines that are recursive 
in,4 (i.e., MFGTA). Then,A’={eIM,A(e)L}.~‘=K={elM,(e)l},~”={elM,”’(e)~}, 
@“‘= {e 1 M?“(e) I }, . . . , 4(i) = {e 1 Mj”-” (e) 1 }. We say that an oracle has Turing de- 
gree OCi) if it is recursive in q5(1). 
Recall that a graph G = (V, E) is recursive if every node of G has a finite number 
of neighbors and both VC N, and EC [N12 are recursive. A graph G = (V,E) is 
highly recursive if G is recursive and the function that produces all the neighbors 
of a given node is recursive. Throughout this paper, all graphs are supposed to be 
undirected. 
We represent recursive and highly recursive graphs by the Turing machines that 
determine their vertex and edge sets. An index for a recursive graph is an ordered 
pair in which the first and second components are indices for Turing machines which 
decide the vertex set and the edge set, respectively. We denote a fixed recursive pairing 
bijection from N x N onto N by [ei,ez], so the symbol ‘[x,y]’ is a natural number 
that corresponds to the ordered pair (x, y). If M,, and M,, are total, then the number 
e = [ei, ez] determines the recursive graph Gi = (V, E), where I’ = {x I M,,(x) = l}, 
and E = {[x, y] I x, y E V and Me2( [x, y]) = 1). If M,, or Me2 is not total, then e does 
not determine a recursive graph. A number e = [ei, ez] determines a highly recursive 
graph if M,,, and Me2 are total, and when M,, is interpreted as a mapping from N 
to finite subsets of N, if Me2(x) = Y then for all y E Y, (x, y) E E (i.e., Y is the set 
of vertices adjacent to x). If e determines a highly recursive graph, then the highly 
recursive graph determined by e is G,” = (V,E), where V = {X 1 M,,(x) = l}, and 
E = {k VI Ix, Y E FJ’ and XEJ&~(YI}. 
Let e = [ei, e2] be a number that determines a recursive graph. We define the upprox- 
imation to Gi by stage s (G&) to be the subgraph of GL formed by taking all nodes in 
the set {0,1,2 ,..., s} that are in the graph and connecting them as they are connected 
in the graph. Formally, Gi,, =( V,, ES), where V, = (0, 1,2,. . . , s} n {x I M,,(x) = l}, and 
&=[Gl’ n {[x,ylIM,,([~,yl)=l}. 
The approximation to G, hr by stage s ( GFS) is defined inductively. Gt;,, = ({ 0) f’ V, 0). 
For s > 0, G& is defined as the subgraih of GF formed by G&_, and all of its 
neighbors (together with the corresponding edges), plus vertex s, if it is in G,h’. 
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Formally, if G&, = (J$-l,Es_I), then G& = (K,E,), where V, = I&i U {XIX E 
Me2(,v), for SOme YE K--I) UC(s) n VI, and 4 = K12 n {b,yl IxE~~,(Y)}. 
We denote the existence of a path between nodes xi and x, in a graph by x; w xi. 
Let G,,, have connected components c(I,~),c(~,~), . . ,c(~,~). Then, let (c(r,,)l, Ic(~,~,l,. . , 
Ic(~,,~)~ represent the number of nodes in c(I,~~), c(z,,~), . . . , c(~,~), respectively. For each i, 
1 <i<m, and some t&s, c(~,,~) represents the component of G,,, which contains all 
nodes of c(~,~). (Hence, Ic(~,,~~/ represents the number of nodes in the component of 
G,,, which contains all nodes of c+,.) 
Let nC(G,), fC(G,), and X(G,) denote, respectively, the number of connected 
components, the number of finite components, and the number of infinite components 
of a recursive graph G,. For any c 3 1, we define three functions: 
nC,(G) = 
nC(G) if 0 < nC( G) 6 c, 
C otherwise, 




iC,( G) = 
iC( G) if 0 < iC( G) < c, 
c otherwise. 
Let y(G) be a function from graphs into the naturals, such as nC, f C, or iC. Then 
the partial function y,(G) is defined as follows. 
Y,(G) = 
-Y(G) if O<yy(G)<n, 
undefined otherwise. 
If A and B are sets, then A $ B is the set {2x / x E A} U (2x + 1 I x E B}. An oracle 
machine using oracle A @B can ask questions to either A or B. When an even number 
is queried, we say that a query to A has been made, and when an odd number is 
queried, we say that a query to B has been made. If f and g are functions, f <T g 
means that f is Turing-reducible to g. Let g be a total function and IZ 3 0 be a number. 
A partial function f is in FQ(n, g) if f < T g via an oracle Turing machine which uses 
oracle g, and never makes more than IZ queries. If g is the characteristic function of 
a set A, then we use the notation FQ(n,A). If B is a set, then f is in FQB(n,A) if 
f < T A @ B via an oracle Turing machine that, when using oracle A @ B, never asks 
more than n queries to A (although it may ask many queries to B). 
Remark. The definition of FQ(n,A) still makes sense if ‘n’ is replaced by a function 
of the input. The statement ‘nC(G)EFQ(f (nC(G)),X)’ will mean that computing the 
number of components of graph G can be done with f (nC(G)) queries to X, assuming 
nC(G) is defined. 
Let A be a set of natural numbers. The function XA, is the characteristic function 
of A. We identify a set with its characteristic function. 
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Let A be any set and n 2 1 be a number. We define two functions: 
#If(X,,Q ,...,~n)= l{iIxi~A}I, 
F,A(x, >x* ,...,X,>=[XA(XI),XA(XZ),...,XA(X,)l’ 
A real number Y is effectively computable if there is a fixed algorithm that takes a 
rational number y as input and determines if x < y. 
Let D be a set of natural numbers. A binary prejix code for D is a bijection from 
D onto a subset of (0, 1 }* such that for any two strings x and y in the range of the 
bijection, x is not a prefix of y. 
A function f from N to N satisfies Kraft’s inequality if c, as 2-fci) < 1. 
In this paper we are not concerned with the problem of determining if a number is 
an index of a recursive graph. We implicitly assume that the indices are valid. Finding 
out if e determines either a recursive or a highly recursive graph is &-complete. A 
promise problem is a set A and a function f, where domain(f) = A. A solution to 
a promise problem (A, f) is a function g such that Vx E A, g(x) = f(x). A promise 
problem (A, f) is in class d if it has a solution g, and g E d. X <, (A, f) if for all 
solutions g to (A, f ), X d m g. Throughout this paper we deal with promise problems 
with respect to indices. 
3. Number of connected components 
In this section we show that finding if a recursive graph has at most c connected 
components, for a fixed constant c, requires an oracle of Turing degree 0”. We also 
show that [log(c + 1)1 queries is a tight bound on the number of queries necessary 
to solve the problem, even if a more powerml oracle is used. We finally show that 
determining whether a recursive graph has a finite number of components requires an 
oracle of Turing degree 0”‘. All results in this section hold for recursive and highly 
recursive graphs. 
Theorem 1. For any natural k 3 1, NCk = {e 1 G, has at most k connected compo- 
nents} is &-complete. 
PrOOf. We can rewrite NCk as NCk = {e 1 vX,,X2,. . . ,Xk+l 3S, i,j [Xi W Xj in G,,]}. 
The function that, given e and s, checks whether xi w xj in G,, is recursive, and is 
defined when G, is recursive. Hence, NCk is in IIz. 
We show that NCk is &-hard by showing that TOT bm NC, (i.e., given x, we 
construct a recursive graph G(x)=G such that G E NCk iff M, is total). The idea is 
to make several infinite components grow simultaneously, and, at every stage s, to 
connect the components corresponding to elements i and i + 1 iff all numbers j d i are 
in W,,,. The construction proceeds in stages. G, is the graph at the end of stage s. 
G is the limit graph lim,,, G,. The vertices of G are identified by pairs of naturals. 
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Construction 
Stage 0. GO = (((0, O)}, 0). 
Stage s + 1. Let G, = (P&Es). 
v,+~=v,u{(i,s+1)~odibs}u{(s+1,i)~obi~s+1}. 
Let f be the first natural such that f 6 W,,,. 
E s+l = Es u {[(i,s),(i,s + l)] / O<ids} 
U{[(s+ l,i),(s+ 1,is I)l]O<i<s} 
U{[(i,s+ l),(if l,s+ l)]]O<i<f}. 
End of Construction 
Suppose A4, is total. Then, for each element i, there is a stage s, when j E W,,, Vj < i. 
Hence, the components corresponding to the first i elements will be interconnected by 
edges of type [(i, s + 1 ), (i + 1, s + 1 )]. Thus, at the limit, graph G will have exactly one 
component. Now, suppose that M, is not total, and let i, be the first element such that 
i, $ W,. Then, the components corresponding to elements i, + 1, i, + 2,. . . will represent 
distinct connected components. Thus, at the limit, graph G will have an infinite number 
of components. 0 
Theorem 1 shows that determining the number of components of a recursive graph 
requires an oracle of degree at least 0”. The next theorem gives an exact bound on how 
many queries to 4” are required to actually find nC(G,), if a bound to that number is 
given. We use the following results, which were proved in [5]. 
Lemma 2. Zf A and X are sets, A is nonrecursive, and n is any number, then F.$ 4 
FQ(n,X). (i.e., membership in A for 2” elements cannot be decided using n (or less) 
queries to any oracle.) 
Lemma 3. For any numbers x1,. . . ,x,, given the value of IK n {XI,. . . ,x,)1, the value 
of GK(xl , . . . , xH) can be computed. 
Theorem 4. For any c 2 1, function nC, is in FQ( [log(c + 1 )], 4” ), but for any set X, 
nC,$FQ(rlog(c + 111 - 1,X>. 
Proof. Using theorem 1 and a binary search on [O,c] for the proper number of com- 
ponents, we obtain that nC, EFQ( [log(c + l)], 4”). 
Let X be any set. To establish that nC,$FQ( [log(c + l)] - 1,X), we show that 
otherwise we have F2f E FQ(n,X) (where n = [log(c + l)] - l), which contradicts 
Lemma 2. We describe an algorithm to determine I$!(xr,. . ,x2”) that will use only 
one call to the function nC,; hence, if nC, is in FQ(n,X), then the function F2! is in 
FQ(n23 
For i= 1,...,2”, let 
({tl, 0) if XiEK, where Xi@ P&-l, x,E Wn,,t, 
(090) if xi@K. 
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Let G, be the disjoint union (union in a way so that all vertices are distinct) of 
GI,Gz,..., G2”. Then nC(G,) = [K n {x1,x2,. . , xp} 1 62” <c. By Lemma 3, F2! can 
be computed from a single query to nC,. [? 
We now show that the set of recursive graphs that have a finite number of compo- 
nents is &-complete. 
Theorem 5. NCf = (e 1 G, has a jinite number of components} is Cj-complete. 
Proof. We can rewrite NCf as NCf = {e 1 3k Vxl,xz,. . . ,xk+l 3, i, j [xi w xi in G,,s]}. 
We prove that NCr is &-hard by showing that COF <, NCf. The idea is to make 
several infinite components grow simultaneously, and at every stage, if a new element 
i is added to W,, we connect the component corresponding to i to the next (i + 1). 
As we did before, the construction proceeds in stages. G, is the graph at the end of 
stage S. G is the graph lim,,, G,. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = ({ (0, 0)}, 8). 
Stage s + 1. Let G, = (P&E,). 
V,+l=V,U{(i,s+l)~O~i~~}U{(~+l,i)]Odid~+l}. 
E s+~ =E,U{[(i,s),(i,s+1)1)O~i~s} 
u {[(s + l,i),(s+ 1,i + l)] 1 Odids} 
U {[(i,s + l),(i + 1,s + l)] I iE W,,,}. 
End of Construction 
We can easily show that W, is cofinite ilT G has a finite number of components. D 
4. Number of finite components 
In this section we show that determining if the number of finite components of a 
recursive graph is within a given upper bound requires an oracle of Turing degree 
0’ if the graph is highly recursive, and requires an oracle of Turing degree 0” if the 
graph is recursive. We show that ]log(c + l)l queries is a tight bound on the number 
of queries necessary to solve the problem, even if a more powerful oracle is used. 
We finally show that determining whether a recursive graph has a finite number of finite 
components requires an oracle of Turing degree 0”, if the graph is highly recursive, 
and of Turing degree O”‘, if the graph is recursive. 
Theorem 6. For any natural number k 2 0, the set NFCk=(e 1 G, has at most k jinite 
components) is III-complete for highly recursive graphs, and is &-complete for 
recursive graphs. 
Proof. To show that NFC,h’ is in III, and that NFC[ is in If?, we rewrite them as: 
NFCF = {e 1 ‘ds at most k components ci, 16idk, will not have Iyi,s)] < Ic(,,,+r)l}, 
and NFC; = {e 1 Vs3t at most k components ci, 1 <idk, will not have (cci,s)/ < ]c(~,,~)]}. 
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To prove that NFC,h’ is II,-hard we show that K ,<, NFC,h’. The idea is to add a 
new vertex to the graph at each stage s, and to connect it to the previous graph only 
if M,(X) has not halted at stage s. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = ({0}, $). 
Stage sf 1. Let G,=(&,E,). V,+, = V,U{s+ l}. 
There are two cases: 
1. If x $! WI,+ then Es+1 = E,Y U {(s, s + 1)) 
2. If XE Wx,$, then E,+, = E,. 
End of Construction 
It is easy to see that if x @ W,, then G has no finite components, and if XE W,, then 
G has an infinite number of finite components. 
Finally, to prove that NFCi is &-hard we show that TOT d ,,, NFCi. The idea is to 
always add a new node to the graph, but to connect a node only when the corresponding 
element and all of its predecessors are already in W,. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = ({0}, 4). Set z := 0. 
Stagesfl. LetG,=(&,E,). V,+l=V,U{s+l}. 
Let z be the highest numbered vertex such that ‘di<z, i is connected to vertex 0 in G,, 
and let w be the highest numbered element such that ‘dj < w, jE W,,,. 
There are two cases: 
1. If w + l$! Wx,s+~, then &+I = E,. 
2. If w + 1 E Wx,s+~, then E,+I =I% U {<z,s +- l),(s + 1,~ + 1))). 
End of Construction 
We can easily show that if M, is total, then G has exactly 1 (infinite) component, 
and if M, is not total, then G has an infinite number of finite components. 0 
Theorem 7. Let ~30 be any number. 
l fG(G:) E FQ( kx(c + 111, $“I, ad fC,(G,hr) E FQ( bg(c + 1>1,4'>. 
l For any set X, f C, $! FQ( [log(c + 1 >1 - 1,X). 
Proof. Theorem 6 and binary search can easily give us the upper bounds. The same 
proof that we used for the lower bound in Theorem 4 applies here. 0 
The following theorem shows that determining whether or not a recursive graph has 
a finite number of finite components requires an oracle of Turing degree 0” or 0”‘, 
depending on the kind of recursive graph at hand. 
Theorem 8. NFCf = {e 1 G, has a Jinite number of jinite components} is &-complete 
for highly recursive graphs, and is &-complete for recursive graphs. 
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Proof. We can rewrite NFCP and NFC; as NFCP = {e I3k Vs at most k components 
ci, ldibk, will not haveI~(~,~)I<lc(,,,~+,)l}, and NFC;={eI3kVs’sfat most k compo- 
nents cl, 1 <i<k, will not have (c(~,~I] < l~(~,,~)l}. 
To show that NFC,h is &-hard we show that FIN 6, NFC,h’. The idea is to make 
several infinite components grow simultaneously, and if at stage s element i is added 
to W,, then stop augmenting the component which corresponds to i. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go =({(0,0)},0). 
Stage s + 1. Let G, = (&ES). 
K+I = Y, U {(i,s + l),Vi, Obids, i$ Wx,,y} U {(s + l,i),V’i, 06id.s + l}. 
E s+i =&U{[(i,s),(i,s+ Ul, such that Odibs, i@ W,,,} 
U{[(s+ l,i),(s+ l,i+ l)]Vi, Odi<s}. 
End of Construction 
It is easy to see that W, is finite iff G has a finite number of finite components. 
To show that NFC: is &-hard we show that COF 6, NFC;. The idea is to create 
new components, but to keep each component i finite until stage s when iE Wx,,v. Then, 
let component i grow forever. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = ({(0,0)},0). 
Stage sf 1. Let G,=(V,,E,). 
K+I = V, U {(s + 1,O)) U {(its + l), V O<i<s + 1, iE W,,,+~}. 
E s+~ =E,,U{[(i,s),(i,s+ l)], such that iE Wx,,y} 
U {[(i,O),(i,s + l)], such that in Vr,.Y+~ but i@ Wx,,y}. 
End of Construction 
It is easy to see that W, is cofinite iff G has a finite number of finite components. 0 
5. Number of infinite components 
We now look into the problem of determining the number of infinite components of 
a recursive graph. We first show that determining if the number of infinite components 
of a recursive graph is within a given upper bound requires an oracle of Turing degree 
0” if the graph is highly recursive, and requires an oracle of Turing degree 0”’ if the 
graph is recursive. We show that [log(c + l)] queries is a tight bound on the number 
of queries necessary to solve the problem, even if a more powerful oracle is used. We 
finally show that determining whether a recursive graph has a finite number of infinite 
components requires an oracle of Turing degree 0”’ tf the graph is highly recursive, 
and of Turing degree 0”” if the graph is recursive. 
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Theorem 9. For any natural number k b0, the set NICk = {e 1 G, has at most k 
infinite components) is nz-complete for highly recursive graphs, and is Hj-complete 
for recursive graphs. 
Proof. We can rewrite NICF and NICL as: 
NIC,b’ = {e ) b’s 3 t [t > s, and at most k of the 
components ci, 1 bi6k, of G,,, will have Iqc,,t+~)l>l~(,,,)/l), 
and 
NICK = {e I Vs 3 tl Vt2 [tz > tl + at most k of the 
components ci, 1 <i<k, of G,, will have I~(~,,r,)l > Ic(c,,t,)ll). 
The proof used in Theorem 1 to show that TOT 6, NCk can also be used here 
to show that TOT <, NICF, and hence that NIC,h’ is III-hard. To show that NIC; is 
IIj-hard, we show that COF < ,,, NICL. The idea is to create one finite component for 
each element i. In time, component i will have added to it as many vertices as the 
number of consecutive subsequent elements that are in W,. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = (((0, 0)}, 0). 
Stage s + 1. Let G, = (V,,E,). 
K+l= V, U {(i,s + l),Vi, O<i<s} U {(s + l,i),Vi, O<ids + l}. 
E s+~ = {Kk, i),(k, i + l)l, such that 0 d i, k ds, i E W,,,}. 
End of Construction 
If x E COF, then for each element i there is an element j > i such that j @ W,. 
Hence, the component corresponding to i will be finite. Overall there will be no infinite 
components in the graph. If x $! COF, then there is an element io such that for all j > io, 
j E W,. Hence, all components which correspond to elements greater than io will be 
infinite. q 
Theorem 10. Let c 20 be any number. 
l iC,(GL) E FQ( [log(c + 1 )l, @“), and iC,(G,hr) E FQ( [log(c + 1 >I, 4”). 
l For any set X, iC, $! FQ( [log(c + i)l - 1 ,X). 
Proof. Again, binary search with the help of Theorem 9 will give us the upper bound. 
The proof of the lower bound is similar to the one in Theorem 4. The algorithm here 
is as follows. 
For i= 1,2 ,..., 2”, let 
l)lj>t}) ifx;$Wx,,I-l but &EW,J, 
if Xi@ Wxi. 
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Let G, be the disjoint union of Gr,. . . , G2”. Then iC(G,) = (K n {XI,. . . ,x2.)1 <2” Qc. 
Again by Lemma 3, F.$ can be computed from a single query to iC,. 0 
The following theorem shows that determining whether or not a recursive graph has 
a finite number of infinite components requires an oracle of Turing degree 0”’ or 0”“, 
depending on the kind of recursive graph at hand. 
Theorem 11. NZCf = {e 1 G, has a jinite number of injinite components} is C3- 
complete for highly recursive graphs, and is &-complete for recursive graphs. 
Proof. We can rewrite NZCF and NZC; as: 
NZCF = {e I3k Vs 3 [t > s, and at most k 
components ci, 1 di 6k, of G,, will have lC(i,tjl < /c(,,,t+l~l]}, 
and 
NZC; = {e / 3k Vs 3, ‘dtz [tz > tl + at most k of the 
components ci, l<i<k, of G,, will have Ic(i,t,jl < IqC,,t2~l]}. 
The proof of the lower bound in Theorem 5 can be used to show that COF < ,,, NZCF, 
hence NZCY is &-hard. To prove that NZC; is &-hard we use the following claim. 
Claim. S = {e I W, $4 COF} is Q-hard. 
Proof. Let A be any set in Cq. Assume that A = {a I3b,R”S(a, b)}, for some property 
Rn3(a, b) in II,. Since COF is &-complete, there is a recursive function f~ such that 
Rn3(a, b) holds iff fR(a, b)E COF. We use fR to construct an algorithm for A. 
Algorithm for A 
1. Input (a); 
2. Create a Turing machine to do the following: 
1. Input (x); 
2. For b= 1,2,3 ,... do: 
If fR(a, b) = x then HALT; 
3. Let e be an index for the machine constructed in step 2. Return (MS(e)). 
End of Algorithm 
The Turing machine A4, created in step 2 of the algorithm halts precisely on inputs x 
for which there is a b such that n = fR(a, b). 
a E A + 3b, RH3(a, b) holds + 3b, fR(a, b)E COF. Since fR(a, b) E W,, e ES. 
a $ A + ‘db, R”‘(a, b) does not hold + Vb, fR(a, b) E COF + W, L COF + e 4 S. 
End of Proof of Claim 
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Proof of Theorem 11 (Conclusion). The last thing we need to show is that S < ,,, NZC;. 
Given an input e, we construct a graph G such that G E NZC: iff e E S. The idea is to 
grow one infinite component for each element until some element is accepted in W,. 
(If W, is empty, the process continues forever, and in the limit G will have an infinite 
number of infinite components.) Then, for each element z accepted in W, and each 
stage s, we create a new set of vertices and edges (which we call subgraph G(z,s)), 
in which vertices representing stages i = 1 , . . . ,s, (z,s, i), are connected to the next 
neighbor, (z, s, i + 1 ), iff i E W,r,, for all z’ E W,,,, with z’ < z. The formal construction 
follows. 
Construction 
Stage 0. Let Go = ({(0,0)},0). 
Stage s + 1. Let G, = (V,,E,). 
If We,s+~ is empty, then 
I$+;1 = K U {(i, s + l),Vi, O<i<s} U {(s + l,i),Vi, O<i,<s + 1); 
E s+l = {[(k,i), (k,i+ l)], such that O<i, k<s} 
else 
K+I = Y U {(z,s+ l,i), ‘4 Odids+ 1, ZE We,s+~, and z<s}; 
E s+~ = {[(z,s + l,i),(w + Li + 111, such that ZE We,s+l,iEn,,~W~,~,,rirWz’,s}. 
End of Construction 
If W, is empty, then (e 6 S) the ‘then’ part of the construction will always be 
followed, generating one infinite component for each natural number. 
If W, is not empty, then eventually the construction will start following the ‘else’ 
part. If there is some x E W, with x $! COF, then let t be such that x E W,,l. For all 
z’>z, and all stages s>t, the subgraphs G(z’,s) of G will have no infinite components. 
Hence, the number of infinite components of G is finite. On the other hand, if for all 
x E W,, x E COF, then for all x there is an element ix such that i > ix 3 i E W,. 
Hence, for every z E W,,, and all i >Z,, where Z, is the maximum over all i, for 
zE(w,n{i , . . . ,z}), edge [(z,s, i), (z, s, i + 1 )] E G. Hence, every z E W, will in the limit 
generate an infinite number of subgraphs G(z,s) each of which containing an infinite 
component. 0 
6. Lower bounds on mixed queries 
We have seen that [log(c + l)] queries are required to compute nC,, f C,, and iC,. 
One could ask if perhaps that number could be reduced if we allowed some help from 
weaker oracles. In this section we show that in most cases free queries to weaker 
oracles do not help, and when they do help the gain is very small. 
Throughout this section we will use the following lemma, proven in [l 11. 
Lemma 12 (Kummer [ll]). For any sets A, Y, #t_, EFQr([logc] - 1,X) *A<TY. 
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6.1. Number of components 
We have shown before (Theorem 4) that finding the value of nC,(G,) requires 
exactly [log(c + 1 )1 queries to 4”. Next we show that if queries to a weaker oracle 
are allowed for free, then the number of queries to 4” can be slightly reduced. 
Theorem 13. For any c 30, nC, E FQK( [log cl, 4”). For any sets X, Y, nC, e 
FQY([logcl - 1,X), unless $“<TY. 
Proof. Consider a Turing machine M, that inputs G = (V,E), then asks for u = 
1,2,3,. . . whether or not u is in V, and halts when it gets a positive answer. Since G 
is recursive, with one query to K, asking whether e is in K, we eliminate the case of 
an empty graph (0 components). Binary search between [1, c] using Theorem 1 will 
find the proper value for nC, in [loge] queries to 4”. 
Assume that nC, E FQY([logc] - 1,X), for some set X. We show that we also 
have #:I, E FQ(l,nC,). (Hence, #z:, E FQy( [loge] - 1,X), and by Lemma 12 we 
have that 4” <r Y.) Since 4” ~TTOT, for this lower bound we use TOT instead of 
4”. We describe an algorithm for #,T”T that asks only one query to nC,. The idea 
is to construct one highly recursive graph Gi, 1 <i < c - 1, corresponding to each of 
the c - 1 input machines in a way such that graph Gi will have 1 component if 
M,, E TOT, and 2 components if M,, $ TOT. This can be done by keeping in each 
graph Gi two components which will be connected only when the next consecutive 
element is accepted by A4,,. In the limit, Gi will have only one component iff M,, is in 
TOT. Let graph G, be obtained from the disjoint union of all Gi’s. Notice that G, has 
c - 1 d nC(G,) d 2(c - 1) components. Let G,! be obtained from G, by connecting a 
new vertex u to one vertex in each of the old graphs Gi. Now we have 1 <nC(G,l) <c, 
and by construction of G,I, #T!T = c - nC(G,t ). 
We now formalize the above intuitive description. In the formal construction, the 
vertices of the graphs Gi are represented by triplets, where the first coordinate identifies 
the corresponding graph. The only use for that is to allow for an easy identification of 
vertices in distinct components of G,. Formally, the algorithm is as follows. 
Algorithm for #T!T 
1. Input (x1,x2 ,..., x,-1); 
2. For i = 1,2,. . . , c - 1, let Gi be constructed in stages: 
Stage 0. Let Gi,o := ({(i,O,O),(i, l,O)}, 8); j := 0; 
Stage s + 1. Let Gi,, = (K,,, Ei,,). 
If j E WX,,s+l then begin 
E,s+l = K,su{(i,j+ l,s+ l),(i,j+2,s+ 1)); 
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K,s+l = K,s u {(i,j,s + 1 >,(i,j + 1,s + 1)); 
&+I = Ei,s U {[(Cj,~>,(i,j,~ + I>], [(i,j + l,s),(i,j + 1,s + 1)l) 
end; 
3. Let G, be constructed by the union over all the Gi’s plus one extra vertex (O,O,O), 
and c - 1 new edges [(O,O,O)(i,O,O)], 16idc - 1; 
4. Return (c - nC,(G,)). 
End of Algorithm 
Notice that graph G, is highly recursive, hence the proof also applies to recursive 
graphs. 0 
6.2. Number of jinite components 
We have shown before (Theorem 7) that f C,(G,) can be found with [log(c + 1)1 
queries to 4” if G, is recursive, or with [log(c + 1)1 queries to 4’ if G, is highly 
recursive. Next we show that even if queries to weaker oracles are allowed for free, 
we still need the same number of queries to 4” (4’) to find the number of finite 
components in a recursive graph. 
Theorem 14. Let c>O be any number. For any sets X, Y, 
. fC,(G:)EF@([log(c + l)] - 1,X) =+ #‘dry. 
. fC,(G,hr)UQr([log(c+ 1)1 - 1,X) =+ @<rY. 
Proof. Let X be any set. Since 4” <TTOT and 4’ <rK, we use TOT instead of 
$I’, and K instead of 4’ to prove the lower bounds. To establish that fC,(Gi) 6 
FQ’([log(c + 1)1 - 1,-U, unless 4” 6rY, we show that #cToT EFQ( 1, fC,). Then by 
the hypothesis, #,‘“’ E FQy( [log(c+ 1 )I- 1,X), and by Lemma 12 we have TOT <TY. 
We describe an algorithm for #To’ that will use only one query to function f C,(G:). 
The idea is to construct a graph Gi corresponding to each input xi, in a way such that 
Gi has 0 finite components if Xi E TOT, and has 1 finite component otherwise. TO 
obtain this, we add a new vertex to graph Gi subject to the next consecutive element 
being accepted by M,,. Let G, be the graph obtained from the disjoint union of the 
G,‘s. G, clearly has c - f C,(G,) finite connected components. 
Algorithm for #To’ 
1. Input (x1,x2,. .,x,); 
2. For i = 1,2 ,..., c, let Gi be constructed in stages: 
Stage 0. Let Gi,a := ({O},B); j := 0; z := 0; 
Stage s + 1. Let Gi,, = (K,,,, Ei,,). 
If j E Wx,,s+i then begin 
K,,sfl = I& u {s + 1); 
Ei,,+i = Ei,, U {[Z,S + 11); 
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j:=j+l;z:=s+l 
end; 
3. Take the disjoint union of Gi, Gz,. . . , G,, generating Gi; 
4. Return (c - fC,(Gi)). 
End of Algorithm 
NOW, to establish that fC,(G,hr)@FQr( [log(c + l>l - 1,X>, unless $'<TY, we show 
that #“EFQ( l,fC,). Then by the hypothesis, #FEFQ’( [log(c + 1)) - 1,X), and by 
Lemma 12 we have E <rY. Since 4’ < rz, we also have 4’ <rY. We describe an 
algorithm for #T that uses only one query to function fC,(GF). 
Algorithm for #” 
1. For i = 1,2,... ,c, let Gi be as follows: 
Gi = 
2. Take the disjoint union of the Gi’S, generating G,hT. 
3. Return (c - fC,(GF)). 
End of Algorithm 
It is easy to see that if xi E K then Gi will have 0 finite components, and if xi $ 
7E’ then Gi will have 1 finite component. Let j be the number of machines among 
K,J&‘...’ Mx, that are in K. Consider G,h’, the disjoint union of Gt, Gz, . . . , G,. Then 
fC,(G,hr) = c-j. 0 
6.3. Number of injinite components 
We have shown before (Theorem 10) that iC,(G,) can be found with [log(c + l)] 
queries to 4 “’ if the graph is recursive, and with [log(c + l)] queries to 4” if the 
graph is highly recursive. Next we show that even if queries to weaker oracles are 
allowed for free, we still need the same number of queries to 4”’ (4”) to find the 
number of infinite components in a recursive graph. 
Theorem 15. Let ~30 be any number. For any sets X Y, 
l iC,(G~)EFQY([log(c + I)\ - 1,X) =+ 4"'G~y. 
l iC,(G,hr)EFQY([log(c+ 1)1 - 1,X) * #'<TY. 
Proof. Let X be any set. To establish that help from a weaker oracle does not allow a 
smaller number of queries to #“, we use COF instead of 4”’ and show that #F°F E 
FQ( 1,X,). Then by the hypothesis, #F°F E FQy( [log(c+ l)] - 1,X), so by Lemma 12 
we have COF < TY. We describe an algorithm for #F°F that will use only one query 
to function iC,. The idea is to create graphs with components representing sequences 
of consecutive elements in the corresponding IV,. If M,, E COF, then iC(GL) = 1, 
otherwise, iC(GL) = 0. 
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Algorithm for #,“” 
1. Input (xI,_Q,. . .,x,); 
2. For i= 1,2 ,..., c, let Gj be constructed in stages: 
Stage 0. Let G;,o := ({0},0); 
Stage s + 1. K,s+l = J?,,s u {s + 1); -&,,+I = {W + 11 IjE w,t,.Y+l); 
3. Take the disjoint union of Gi, Gz, . . . , G,, generating Gi; 
4. Return (iC,(Gi)). 
End of Algorithm 
It is easy to show that if Xi E COF then Gi has 1 infinite component, and if xi +Z 
COF then Gi has no infinite components. Let j be the number of machines among 
M,,,M,,, . . . ,Mxc that are in COF. Consider Gi, the disjoint union of Gi, Gz,. . . , G,. 
Then iC,(GL) = j. 
A slight modification in the size of the input in the proof of Theorem 13 will show 
the second part of Theorem 15. 0 
7. Unbounded recursive graph problems 
We now turn our attention to the case when no bound is set a priori. We show that 
the problem of finding the number of connected components of an infinite recursive 
graph in this case is related to unbounded search in two ways: 
1. If f is a nondecreasing recursive function, and Ciao 2-fti) < 1 is effectively com- 
putable, then the number of components of a recursive graph G,, nC(G,), can be 
found with f(nC(G,)) queries to #‘, and 
2. If G is an infinite recursive graph and there is a set X such that K(G) can be 
computed using f(nC(G)) queries to X, then CoGi 2-fci) ,< 1. 
Part 2 above can be interpreted as a lower bound for finding &Z(G). That result 
follows from a generalization of Theorem 9 in [4], which allows us to conclude that 
part 2 also applies to a wide class of problems, including the problems of finding 
the number of finite components and finding the number of infinite components of an 
infinite recursive graph. 
In this section we introduce the unbounded search problem, and we study the com- 
plexity of finding the number of components of a recursive graph when it is known 
that the number of components is finite but no bound to it is given. We also study the 
problems of determining the number of finite and the number of infinite components. 
7.1. The unbounded search problem 
In this subsection we introduce the unbounded search problem and some relevant 
results. 
The unbounded search problem is the following: The first player chooses an arbitrary 
number n 80. The second player is allowed to ask queries of the type: ‘x dn?‘. The 
latter player stops when she knows what number n is. The number of questions the 
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second player can ask depends on n itself. We say that f(n) questions @ice to solve 
the unbounded search problem if there is an algorithm that the second player can use 
to guarantee that she knows the number n within f(n) questions. 
Optimal algorithms for unbounded search are related to binary prefix codes and 
Kraft’s inequality [2,6, lo]. 
The following are relevant previous results. 
Lemma 16 (Beige1 et al. [5]). ZfA is a nonrecursive set, then F;;” cannot be computed 
by a set of n partial recursive functions. 
Lemma 17 (Beige1 et al. [5]). IfA and Y are sets such that A <T Y, then F,” cannot 
be computed by a set of n partial functions that are recursive in Y. 
Theorem 18 (Bentley and Yao [6]). If f(n) questions ujice to solve the unbounded 
search problem, then f satisjies Kraft’s inequality. 
Theorem 19 (Beige1 [2]). Let f be a nondecreasing recursive function such that 
Ci>O 2-fci) < 1 and is efhectively computable. There is an algorithm that solves the / 
unbounded search problem by asking f(n) questions (where n is the number being 
searched for) tf and only tf f satisfies Kraft’s inequality. 
Theorem 20 (Gallagher [7, Kraft’s Theorem]). Let 60, of, o2,. . be an injinite se- 
quence of elements from (0, l}* such that the bijection that maps i to oi is a binary 
prejix code. Then Ciao 2-lfi1 < 1. 
Remark. In the literature, the unbounded search problem is the search for a posi- 
tive integer (not a nonnegative integer as we need), and Kraft’s inequality is actually 
xi,, 2-lUll d 1. Since we can have empty graphs (with no components), we need a / 
slight modification of what is found in the literature, but the modifications that are 
required in the proofs involved are trivial. 
7.2. Computing the number of connected components 
In this subsection we relate the complexity of finding the number of components, 
finite components, and infinite components of a recursive graph with the unbounded 
search problem in two ways: 
1. If f be a nondecreasing recursive function, and Ciho 2-fci) < 1 is effectively com- 
putable, then nC(G,), fC(G,), and iC(G,) can be found with f(nC(G,)), 
f (f C(G,)), and f (iC(G,)) queries to #‘, respectively. 
2. If G is an infinite recursive graph and there is a set X such that nC(G) can be 
computed using f (nC(G)) queries to X, then f satisfies Kraft’s inequality. 
The second part above can be interpreted as a lower bound for the problem, and is 
obtained through a more general result, which can also be used to derive similar lower 
bounds for f C( G, ), and iC( G, ). 
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Theorem 21. Let f be a nondecreasing recursive function. Zf Ciaa 2-fci) d 1 and is 
efSectively computable, then nC(G,) E FQ( f (nC( G,)), 4”). 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that we can ask one single query to 4” to get 
the answer to: ‘nC( G,) d k?‘. Hence, we can find nC( G,) by asking that type of query 
to 4” as in an unbounded search algorithm. 0 
Theorem 2 1 together with Theorem 19 imply the existence of an algorithm that 
finds nC(G,) with f (nC(G,)) queries to #‘, thus establishing an upper bound for that 
problem. By similar reasoning, one can show that we can find f C(G,) (iC(G,)) by 
asking that type of query to 4’ (4”) or to 4” (#“), depending on whether the graph 
is highly recursive or not. 
Next we prove a theorem that implies lower bounds to those problems. Recall that 
y,(G) is a partial function (presented in Section 2) which is undefined if y(G) > 12. 
Lemma 22. Let y(G) be any of nC(G), f C(G), or iC(G). For any n 3 1, the partial 
function y,(G) cannot be computed by a set of II partial recursive functions. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4 (respectively, 7 and lo), we showed that for all n, 
Ff(xl,xz,. . . ,xn) can be computed from one single use of y,(G,), where G, can be 
constructed from {X 1,. . . ,x,}. Hence, if y,(G) could be computed by a set of n partial 
recursive functions, then so could Ft, which violates Lemma 16. 0 
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 9 in [4]. 
Theorem 23. Let X be any set and f be any function. If a function y(G) is in 
FQ(f (y(G)),X), and y,(G) cannot be computed by a set of n partial recursive 
functions, then f satisfies Kraft’s inequality. 
Proof. Let M( ) be the oracle Turing machine such that MX(G) computes y(G) with 
at most f (y(G)) queries to X, for some function f. We use the fact that yn cannot be 
computed by a set of n partial recursive functions to obtain a contradiction. 
For every natural n and sequence rr E (0, 1 }*, we define a partial recursive function 
c,“(G), constructed by simulating M( j(G) using the ith bit of rr to answer the ith 
query, in a way such that the machine either diverges or does the following: 
(a) It makes at most 101 queries. 
(b) The output x is between 0 and n, and IO]< f(lxl). 
Notice that if u is a prefix of CJ’ and c;(G) converges to a value, then c,“‘(G) 
converges to the same value. 
By construction of c:(G), we have that: 
VnVG [{c~(G)lo~{O,l}* and c~(G)~}~{O,...,n}]. 
We proceed to show by contradiction that 
Qn 3G [{c,“(G) ]a~ (0, l}* and cl(G) 1} = (0,. . . ,n}]. 
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To prove that the > part also holds, we assume otherwise, and choose some integer n 
for which VG [{c~(G)la~{O,l}* and c:(G)]} @ {O,...,n}]. 
Then, VG [ 1 {c:(G): ~E{O, l}* and c:(G) 1) 1 Gn]. 
For each j, 1 <j <n, we define partial recursive functions h,(G), which are computed 
by timesharing c:(G) for all (T until the functions have output j distinct values, and 
outputting the jth distinct value. Therefore, for all G such that yn is defined, 
?n(G) E {c,“(G): 0 E (0, l>* and c:(G)]} = {hi(G) : 1 <j<n}. 
We conclude that the partial function y,, is computable by a set of IZ partial recursive 
functions, which contradicts the hypothesis. 
Hence we have that for every IZ, there exists a graph G such that for each i E 
(0,. . ., n}, there exists a sequence gi of oracle answers such that (cJ~\ <f(i) and 
c:(G) = i. Moreover, if i # j, then oi is not a prefix of Oj. Therefore the sequences 
~0,. . . , a,, form a binary prefix code for the integers O-n, and by Kraft’s Theorem 
(Theorem 20) we have COGiGn 2-1’~~ < 1. Since Iail <f(i), COciGn 22f(Q 1. Let- 
ting 12 approach infinity, we obtain CoGi 2-f(‘) < 1. 0 
Theorem 23 can be used to derive relationships of several problems in recursive 
graphs to Kraft’s inequality, thereby establishing lower bounds for those problems. 
The next corollary illustrates some of them. 
Corollary 24. For any set X and function f, if 
(a) nC(G)EFQ(f(nC(G)),X), 0~ 
(b) fc(G)~Fe(f(fc(G)),X), 0~ 
(c) iC(G)E FQ(f(iC(G)),X), then f satisjies Kraft’s inequality. 
Proof. Lemma 22 shows that nC(G), fC(G), and X(G) satisfy the condition neces- 
sary to apply Theorem 23. 0 
8. Mixed queries in the unbounded case 
In the previous section we have shown that if f is such that nC(G) is in 
FQ(f (nC(G)),X), then f satisfies Kraft’s inequality, which can be interpreted as the 
number of queries needed to solve the problem. But it may be the case that if we 
allow queries to an oracle Y such that 4” gr Y the number of queries to 4” can be 
reduced. 
It turns out that the lower bound in the previous section is optimal with respect to 
queries to #‘, as we will show next. 
Lemma 25. Let Y be a set such that 4” ff~ Y, and let y(G) represent any of nC(G), 
f C(G), or X(G). Then y,,(G) cannot be computed by a set of n partial functions 
that are recursive in Y. 
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 22 relativizes, using Lemma 17 instead of Lemma 16, to 
accomplish the contradiction. 0 
Theorem 26. Let Y be a set such that 4” 6~ Y. Let X be any set and f be 
any function. Zf function nC(G) is in FQY(f(nC(G)),X), then f satisjies Kraft’s 
inequality. 
Proof. This proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 23 and Corollary 24, but using 
Lemma 25 instead of Lemma 22 where appropriate. 0 
9. Final comments 
We have classified the difficulty of determining the number of components, finite 
components, and infinite components of a recursive (highly recursive) graph, given 
a fixed upper bound. These results are tight in two ways: the lower bound on the 
number of queries holds even if a more powerful oracle is used, and no matter how 
many queries are used, the oracle must be of the degree established. 
We have also studied the complexity of deciding if a recursive (highly recursive) 
graph has a finite number of components, finite components, and infinite components, 
and have shown that if we allow queries to weaker oracles for free, it may help just 
slightly, but in most cases it is of no use. 
In the case when no bound is given a priori, we have shown that the problem of 
finding the number of connected components of an infinite recursive graph is related 
to unbounded search in two ways: 
1. If f is a nondecreasing recursive function, and Ciao 2-.f@) < 1 is effectively com- 
putable, then the number of components of a recursive graph G,, nC(G,), can be 
found with f (nC(G,)) queries to 4”; 
2. If G is an infinite recursive graph and there is a set X such that nC(G) can be 
computed using f (nC(G)) queries to X, then COGi 2-fci)< 1. 
Part 2 above (which can be interpreted as a lower bound for finding nC(G)) also 
applies to a wide class of problems, including the problems of finding the number of 
finite components and finding the number of infinite components of an infinite recursive 
graph. That lower bound is optimal, even if we allow free queries to weaker oracles. 
It is interesting to observe that, regardless of the Turing degree of the oracle involved, 
the optimal number of queries to solve each of the problems addressed is the same as 
the one for the binary search problem in both cases. 
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